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Multichannel photoionization calculations using the relativistic random-phase approximation for the outer
shells in the rare gases, neon, argon, krypton, and xenon, are presented. Total cross sections and partial
cross sections for ns subshells are determined and compared with experiment and with alternative
calculations at low energies. Branching ratios of 'P3, 2: Pl, 2 cross sections which are sensitive to relativistic
and correlation effects are presented and compared with experiment. Angular distribution asymmetry
parameters P determined for each subshell are found and compared with experiment; the differences between

P values for P&&2 and 'P3/2 subshells in krypton and xenon emphasize the importance of relativistic effects in

outer subshells of heavy elements, Values of P are given for outermost s electrons which show large
relativistic effects near the "Cooper minima" of the corresponding partial cross sections. Eigenphases from
the multichannel analysis are presented for argon to illustrate mathematical features of the present
calculation.

I. INTRODUCTION

Electron correlations are known to be signifi-
cant in the photoionization process, "and those
correlations most important in low-energy photo-
ionization are accurately accounted for by the
random-phase approximation. '-'4 Incorporating
relativity into the random-phase approximation
enables us to describe refined details of atomic
photoionization such as individual subshell angular
distributions and partial cross-section branching
ratios for which relativistic fine-structure effects
play a prominent role. It is the purpose of this
paper to illustrate the interplay between correla-
tions and relativity in low-energy photoionization
as it appears in the theoretical. studies of rare gas-
es using the relativistic random-phase approxima-
tion (RRPA).

In a previous paper' (which we shall refer to as
I in the sequel) we have shown in elaborate detail
how the RRPA is applied to analyze multichannel
photoionization. Specifically, we explained how the
RRPA photoionization amplitudes and cross sec-
tions are obtained in terms of single-particle or-
bitals which satisfy radial RRPA equations, and we
described how multichannel solutions of the radial
RRPA equations are obtained.

In the present discussions we will be concerned
mainly with low-energy photoionization processes
where photon energies are less than 150 eV, so
that we may restrict our attention to dipole con-
tributions to the photoionization amplitude. In the

dipole approximation the photoionization differen-
tial cross section for each subshell is given by I,
Eq. (56):

II —,'P„,(cu)—P,(cose)] .

The subscripts n, ~ are the principal and angular
momentum quantum numbers (v = -1,1, -2, 2, . . .
describes the sequence s,(2,p, ga, ps)2, d3/2 . . );
o„,(+) is the subshell cross section and P„„(&o)is
the angular distribution asymmetry parameter.
The angle 8 in Eq. (1) is measured between the
directions of the incident photon and the photo-
electron, and & is the photon energy.

%e have carried out numerical RRPA calcula-
tions of g„,(&u) and p„,(&u) for the outer np, i „np,i„
and ns, i, subshells, of the rare gases Ne, Ar, Kr,
and Xe at low energies, and, in the body of this
paper, we present these calculations and compare
them with other related theoretical and experimen-
tal studies. Generally, we find that relativistic
effects in Ne and Ar are small so that the RRPA
studies agree well with the nonrelativistic random-
phase approximation (RPAE) of Amusia and co-
workers' and with other many-body calculations
such as the many-body perturbation theory (MBPT)
of Kelly and Simons' or of Chang, " and the A-ma-
trix theory of Burke and Taylor. " For Kr rela-
tivistic effects on cross-section branching ratios
and asymmetry parameters are significant and the
importance of a relativistic treatment becomes
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apparent. The branching ratios and asymmetry
parameters for Xe show large relativistic effects;
however, relativistic considerations alone do not
suffice to explain quantitatively the experimental
data, since careful consideration must be given to
correlation effects also."We describe our re-
sults on total cross sections, partial cross sec-
tions, branching ratios, and angular distributions
in Secs. II-V. In Sec. VI we comment on details
of the final-state electron-ion interaction, and in
the Appendix we outline our procedure for solving
the RBPA equations using radial Green's functions.
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II. TOTAL CROSS SECTIONS

The results of the truncated RRPA calculations
for the total photoionization cross sections for Ne,
Ar, Kr, and Xe are shown in Figs. 1-4, respec-
tively. One general observation that can be made
from these figures is that correlation effects as
measured by the difference between Hartree- Fock'
(HF) and RRPA is sizable in all four of the rare
gases considered; moreover, it is apparent that
the correlated RRPA calculations are in signifi-
cantly better agreement with experiments (Marr
and West, "West and Morton, "Samson, "Watson" )
than the corresponding HF values. Indeed, the
difference between HF length form calculations
(HF L) and H-F velocity form calculations (HF
—y) is often larger than the difference between
either HF calculation and experiment t By con-
trast, the BRPA length and velocity results agree
to within a few percent throughout this entire cal-
culation. It should be mentioned that the present
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FIG. 2. Photoionization cross sections for argon as
functions of photon energy ~. Experiment: ~ Marr
and West, Ref. 13; &&Samson, Ref. 15; 0 Watson, Ref.
16. Theory: —this work; ——Swanson and Arm-
strong, Bef. 17; ———Kennedy and Manson, 'Bef. 12.

RRPA results are generally in close agreement
with the nonrelativistic RPAE, as well as with
other many-body calculations. "'"'7 A typical
comparison between the BBPA and another many-
body calculation is given in Ar (Fig. 2) where we

plot the length form results of the multiconfigura-
tion V» '~~» (MCV-L) calculation by Swanson and

Armstrong, "together with the RRPA and with ex-
periments. In Ne we call attention to the relativis-
tic R-matrix calculation of Chang, "which also
agrees well with its nonrelativistic counterpart.
These agreements are not particularly surprising
since relativistic effects are expected to be small
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FIG. 1. Photoionization cross sections for neon as
functions of photon energe cu. Experiment: —-- Marr
and West, Bef. 13; &&Samson, Bef. 15; 0 Watson, Ref.
16. Theory. this work; —.—and —.—Kennedy
and Manson, Ref. 12, HF length and velocity form re-
sults, respectively.
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FIG. 3. Photoionization cross sections for krypton as
functions of photon energy . Experiment:. .. Marr
and West, Ref. 13; &&Samson, Ref. 15. Theory:
and --—this work, three- and two-shell correlation re-
sults, respectively; ——Kennedy and Manson, Bef. 12.
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FIG. 4. Photoionization cross sections for xenon as
functions of photon energy ~. Experiment:
West and Morton, Ref. 14; && Samson, Ref. 15. Theory:
—-- and ---- this work, three- and two-shell correlation
results, respectively; ——Kennedy and Manson, Ref.
12. .

for light elements and for outer shells in heavy .

elements.
In the present calculations for Ne and Ar in Figs.

1 and 2, we have included two-shell correlations
between the valence np shell and the neighboring
ns shell. The resulting two-shell correlation cal-
culation involves seven interacting channels, viz. ,

y/2 Py/2~ y/ 2 P3/ 2~

nPy/2 sp/2p nP j/2 d3/ zy

np 3/ 2 s y/ 2~ n~3/ 2 d3/ 2p np3/ 2- d, / 2 ~

Below the ns, /, threshold our calculation includes
five open channels and two closed channels, while
above the threshold all seven channels are open.

The total cross sections in Ne and Ar are insen-
sitive to the intershell correlation between ns and
np. However, because of the coupling between
closed ns-p channels and the open np- s, d chan-
nels, a series of autoionizing resonances occurs
below the ns threshold. " In principle, our seven
channel calculations are capable of studying these
resonance phenomena. As a matter of fact, the
inner ns shell autoionizing resonances in rare
gases have been studied with the nonrelativistic
BPAE.' However, since we are using an iterative
scheme in solving the RRPA equations, the con-
vergence of the RBPA solutions near these reson-
ances usually causes numerical difficulties. We
believe that a more practical way of studying auto-
ionizing resonances is to apply the multichannel
quantum defect theory' in analyzing phase-shift

. data obtained from the RRPA, but that is outside
the scope of this work. For our present purposes,

we avoid these resonances altogether and give only
the smooth background cross section. Similar
resonances should also show up in RBPA calcula-
tions in the gap between the np, /2 and np, /, thresh-
olds for the rare gases.

In Kr and Xe it has been established that correla-
tion between outer np and ns shells and the inner
(n —l)d shell alters the total cross section. ' We
present results from our RBPA calculations with
and without (n —1)d correlations in Figs. 3 and 4.
It can be seen that inclusion of the (n —l)d shell
correlations improves the agreement of the BRPA
calculations with experiment substantially for both
Kr and Xe. Including the (n —1)d shell in the cal-
culation increases the number of channels to be
treated from 7 to 13, since me must consider the
channels

nd, /2- fr, /2, nd, /, —P, / „nd,/2- f,/ ~,

+d5/2 p3/2y +d5/2 f5/2y +dg/2 f7/2 I

in addition to those already considered for two-
shell correlation calculations. We note by compar-
ing Fig. 3 with Fag. 4 that the 4d shell is much
more important for Xe than the corresponding Sd
shell is for Kr.

Figures 1-3 show further that there are larger
discrepancies between BRPA and experiment near
threshold than elsewhere. These large threshold
effects can be traced to the strong correlation be-
tween the low=energy photoelectron and the resid-
ual ion which are not accounted for properly by
the RPA technique. Extensions of the RPA to in-
clude "relaxation" effects at low energies have
improved the agreement in the nonrelativistic
case' and presumably mould have the same effect
relativistically. In fact, me see that the agree-
ment between theory and experiment improves
with increasing energy in all cases considered
with the possible exception of Xe at photon ener-
gies between 2.2 and 2.5 a.u. ; however, at these
energies there remains a substantial disparity be-
tween different experimental determinations of the
Xe cross section. ""

In summary, we find close agreement between
the present RRPA calculations of total cross sec-
tions and the BPAE calculations of Amusia and
Cherepkov. ' The correlation effects are seen to
be much more important than relativistic effects
for total cross sections, and inclusion of correla-
tions using BPA methods brings theoretical pre-
dictions into agreement with experiment except
at threshold where relaxation effects become im-
portant. Although no signif icant relativistic ef-
fects show up in the total cross sections, we do
expect and find interesting relativistic effects in
partial cross sections, branching ratios, and an-
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gular distributions which are to be discussed in
the following sections.

III. PARTIAL CROSS SECTIONS FOR ns SUBSHELLS

Decomposing the total cross section for rare
gases into partial cross sections from individual
subshells provides more detailed information on
the dynamics of the photoionization process. Par-
tial cross sections are experimentally determined
by Ineasuring the ratio of intensities of individual
lines in the photoelectron spectra and normalizing
to the observed total cross sections. ' Since the
total cross sections (which are dominated by the
np- d transition at the energies considered) are
presently determined to between 3% and 10% ac-
curacy the partial cross sections are necessarily
less accurate. Nevertheless, more and more
data" are being accumulated on inner-shell ns- p
transitions so that meaningful comparisons between
theory and experiment are now possible.

In Figs. 5-8 these inner ns- p cross sections are
plotted against photon energy. The experimental
cross sections, except for Ne, decrease from
threshold and pass through a "Cooper minimum"
near += 1.4 a.u. As seen from these figures, the
BRPA, along with other mariy-body theories, re-
produces this behavior, giving a "Cooper mini-
mum" at approximately the correct photon energy
for Ar, Kr, and Xe, but no minimum for Ne. The
existence of such a minimum above the ns thresh-
old is a fine example of a correlation effect which
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is not properly described by HF calculations.
In Ne, the present BBPA calculations are seen

to be smaller than other theoretical many-body
results"" near threshold. The discrepancy be-
tween the present calculation and the RPAE is
probably not due to any intrinsic physical reason,
since relativistic effects are negligible for the 2s
shell in Ne. Furthermore, no such disagreement
exists for the Ne 2p cross sections. Thus we be-
lieve that the discrepancy here is probably a re-

FIG. 6. Partial photoionization cross sections for Ss
subshell of argon as functions of photon ener ~. Ex-
periment: g Tan and Brien, Ref. 24; g and, Adam
et al. , Bef. 25 (scaled by total cross sections from
Marr and West, Bef. 13, and from Samson, Ref. 15, re-
spectively) . Theory: —this work —- - —Amusia et al. ,
Bef. 3; ——Simplified BPAE of Lin, Bef. 23; ——
Chang, Bef. 10 —~ —Burke and Taylor, Bef. 11;—~ ~ ~ —Kennedy and Manson, Ref. 12.
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FIG. 5. Partial photoionization cross sections for the
2s subshell of neon as functions of photon energy co. Ex-
perimental data are obtianed from Wuilleumier and
Krause (Bef. 22) sealed by total cross sections from
Marr and West. ..i&. .. (Ref. 12), from Samson g (Ref.
16), and from Watson $ (Ref. 16). Theory: this
work; --—Amusia et al. , Bef. 3; —~- Burke and Taylor,
Ref. 11. —~ ~ —Kennedy and Manson, Bef. 12.
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FIG. 7. Partial photoionization cross sections for the
4s subshell of krypton as functions of photon energy z.
Experiment: $ Samson and Gardner, Ref. 26. Theory:—and ——this work, three- and bvo-shell correlation
results, respectively; —-- Amusia et al ., Bef, 3;—.~ —Kennedy and Manson, Bef. 12.
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energies, so even in the absence of interchannel
coupling, relativistic effects dominate near a
"Cooper minimum" and give much larger cross
sections than predicted nonrelativistically. The
size of the 5s cross. section of Xe near a=1.3 a.u.
is a case in point. One sees from Fig. 8 that the
experimental values of the cross section near the
"Cooper minimum" are in good agreement with
relativistic calculations, but they are found to be
much larger than nonrelativistic predictions.
Later we will see that the size of the amplitude
at the "Cooper minimum" influences the corre-
sponding anguLar distribution.

FIG. 8. Partial photoionization cross sections for the 5s
subshell of xenon as functions of photon energy ~. Ex-
periment: 0 Samson and Gardner, Ref. 26; && Gustafs-
son, Ref. 27. Theory: —this work; —-- Kennedy and
Manson, Ref. 12.

suit of different numerical techniques employed.
In any case, the disagreement with BPAE and with
experiment" diminishes as photon energy in-
creases.

We compare various theoretical" ' ' and ex-
perimentaL2~ "values for the Ar Ss-p cross sec-
tion in Fig. 6. The position of the "Cooper mini-
mum" predicted by various theoretical methods
(with the exception of the uncorrelated HF cal-
culation) all appear to agree with one another and

with experiment to within a few eV. The disparity
between RRPA and BPAE is due, in this case, to
the use of the experimental threshold in RPAE and
the theoretical thresholds in RRPA, and should not
be construed as a relativistic effect.

In Figs. 7 and 8, we show comparisons between
theory' "and experiment ~ for the 4s and 5s
cross sections in Kr and Xe, respectively. One
interesting observation is the influence of cor-
relation with the inner (n —1)d shells on the loca-
tion of the "Cooper minima" for the ns cross sec-
tions. As can be seen from the figures, the inner
(n —l)d shell shifts the minimum by =10 eV and

reduces its width. While relatively few experimen-
tal data are available for the 4s and 5s subshells
of Kr and Xe, the three-shell correlation calcula-
tions appear to agree better with available data
than do the two-sheLL calculations omitting the

(n —1)d shell correlations.
One other interesting point is that, according

to the single-particle theory, "the cross section
vanishes at a "Cooper minimum" where the ampli-
tude passes through zero. Because of interchannel
coupling, nonrelativistic many-body calculations
give nonzero but very small amplitudes at "Cooper
minima. " Relativistically, "the amplitudes for
ns- p, /, and ns- p, /, vanish at slightly different

IV. PARTIAL CROSS-SECTION BRANCHING RATIOS

Since the nonre)ativistic Schrodinger Hamilton-
ian is independent of spin, the cross section per
electron from two subshells with the same orbital
angular momentum but different total angular mo-
menta will be identical. It follows that the partial
cross-section branching ratio for two such sub-
shells will be the "statistical ratio" given by their
relative occupation, to the extent that spin-orbit
and other relativistic effects can be neglected.
Experimentally, "it has been known for some time
that the branching ratios of outer np cross sec-
tions for the rare gases depart from the statistical
ratio of 2, and it is found that the measured ratio
provides an interesting and exacting test of rela-
tivistic theories.

For Ne, the BBPA predicts that the 2p3/2 2py/
branching ratio remains within 1% of the statistical
value of 2 over the entire range of energies con-
sidered in the present calculation, in harmony with
nonrelativistic expectations. The situation for Ar
illustrated in Fig. 9 is somewhat more interesting.
Near threshoLd, the calcuLated ratio is slightly
smaller than the statistical ratio, of 2 and is con-
sistent with the measured value of 1.93.' As the
photon energy increases beyond the "Cooper mini-
mum" near & = 1.7 a.u. the ratio increases sharp-
ly to about 2.1 and then decreases gradually toward
the statistical value. The sharp increase is due
to the fact that the p, /, cross section reaches its
minimum at lower energy than the p, /, cross sec-
tion and starts increasing, while the p, /, cross
section is at a relatively low value. " The similar
behavior for Kr is also illustrated in Fig. 9. Near
the threshold the branching ratio is consistent with
the experimental value 1.77,' while at higher ener-
gies the ratio increases sharply as the p3/2 cross
section, and later the p, /, cross section, pass
through their respective "Cooper minima. " When

three-shell correlations are included in the RRPA
calculations the "Cooper minima" are shifted to
lower energy and the point at which the branching
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V. ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION ASYMMETRY PARAMETERS

Our values for the angular distribution asym-
metry parameters P for the nP shells are given
in Figs. 11-14. For Ne and Ar, the RRPA pre-
dicts values of p(nf/, /g and p(nI/, / g in very close
agreement since relativistic effects are small.
In Figs. 11 and 12, we plot the average values

~nba/ 2 nba/ 3 ~nP3/ pnP3/ 2
nP

0'rIPy/ 2+ &rIP3/ 2

FIG. S. PS~2. P„~2branching ratios for argon and
krypton as functions of photon energy cu. The short
dashed lines are the experimental values of Samson
et al. , (Ref. 30) at low energy.

ratio starts to increase above 2 is corresponding-
ly shifted, as shown in the figure.

We compare our calculated brmiching ratio for
Xe with experimental measurements" and with
relativistic Dirac-Slater (DS)" and Dirac-Fock
(DF)' calculations in Fig. 10. The RRPA is seen
to represent the experimental values better than
the uncorrelated relativistic calculations. The
RBPA calculations, including three-shell correla-
tions, increase from well below the statistical
ratio of 2 near threshold to above 2 near ar =2.3
a.u. in good agreement with experiment, while the
two-shell correlation calculation predicts a rise
at a higher photon energy.

Because of the sensitivity of the branching ratio
to details of the electron correlations, such mea-
surements provide interesting tests of relativis-
tic and correlation effects in the photoionization
process.

against photon energy. We see that the RRPA pre-
dictions agree well with R-matrix" values, as well
as with experimental' "determinations; the
RRPA also agrees very well with the BPAE values
which are not shown in these graphs.

Relativistic effects are already apparent for the
4p angular distribution parameters in Kr shown
in Fig. 13, where we plot our calculations, in-
cluding three-shell correlations, together with ex-
periments. "" Only the weighted average of our
two-shell values are given; these two-shell values
are included to illustrate once again the impor-
tance of correlations with the inner (n —1)d shell,
especially near the "Cooper minimum. " Our re-
sults, , including three-shell correlations, are
given in a more detailed way by plotting the in-
divi5ual subshell P parameters against photon en-
ergy. Near threshold, the relativistic theory gives
values of P(4p, /g which are larger than P(4p, /g,
in good agreement with the experimental deter-
mination. The RRPA calculations predict that the
ordering of the P parameters will be reversed
[P(4p,/ g & P(4p, /g] for photon energies above 1.6
a.u. where, unfortunately, only weighted average
experimental values are presently available.

The more dramatic relativistic effects occurring
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FIG, 10. P3]2. P, )2 branching ratio for xenon as a
function of photon energy cu. Experiment: ~ ' Samson
et al. , Ref. 30; ~i Wuilleumier et a/. , Ref. Sl. Theory:—this work ——Ong and Manson, Ref, 32. —.—and

' —Wuilleumier et a/. , Bef. 31.

FIG. 11. Averaged asymmetry parameter P for the
2p shell of neon as a function of photon energy co. Ex-
periment: Codling et a/. , Bef. 34; Dehmer et al. ,
Bef. 35;.4 WuiBeumier and Krause, Ref. 36. Theory:—this work; ———Taylor, Bef. 33.
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FIG. 12. Averaged asymmetry parameter P for the 3p
shell of argon as a function of photon energy cu. Experi-
ment: Houlgate et a/. , Bef. 37; Dehmer et al. , Ref.
35. Theory: —this work ---- Taylor, Ref. 33.
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FEG. 13. Asymmetry parameters P for the 4p shell of
krypton-as functions of photon energy cu. Experiment:

f and ) Miller et el. , Hei. 38, for p(P3&&) and PPP&&&),
respectively (when there is no distinction between sub-
shell p parameters $ represents the common measured
value); pand g, Dehmer et al. , Hef. 35, for P(Pz&2)
and P(P&&z), respectively. Theory: —this work;----
the averaged p values of this work from a two-shell
correlation calculation; —.—Miller et al. , Bef. 38.

in Xe are shown in Fig. 14, where we plot the in-
dividual curves for P(5p, ~ g and P(5p, ~,) using our
three-shell correlation calculation against photon
energy. The ordering is similar to that predicted
for Kr, with P(5p, & g larger than P(5p, & g near
threshold and p(5p, ~2) larger than p(5p, ~2) beyond
=1.2 a.u. Experimental measurements" exist both
above and below the crossing point confirming the
predicted ordering. Moreover, the measured

0.5 1.0 1.5
co(a.u.)

I

2.0 2.5

FIG. 14. Asymmetry parameters P for the 5p shell of
xenon as functions of photon energy cu. Experiment:

and/, Dehmer et al. , Hef. 35, for P(P3&&) and PPP, ~2),
respectively. Theory: —this work; --- the averaged

p values of this work from a two-shell correlation cal-
culation.

where A~ and A~ are amplitudes for exciting sin-
glet and triplet final states. The amplitude A, is
assumed to vanish in nonrelativistic calculations,
so that Eq. (4) reduced to Eq. (3). As can be seen
from Eq. (4), the effects of a nonzero value of Ar
will be amplified near the "Cooper minimum"
where A~ is small. Indeed, if we assume thatA~
vanishes at the "Cooper minimum, " then we find

P„,= -1. In our relativistic calculations, we in-
clude bothA~ andA~; sinceA~ is small but non-
vanishing at the "Cooper minimum, "we find that

P„,departs from the nonrelativistic value of 2, but
never decreases to the limiting value of -1. Our
results for Ar in Fig. 15 show a small departure

values are in close agreement with the RRPA pre-
dictions. By contrast, the RRPA calculations with
two-shell correlations which are also shown in
Fig. 14, disagree significantly with experiment,
especially at higher energies toward the "Cooper
minimum. "

Even more dramatic are the relativistic effects
on the ns shells of the rare gases which are il-
lustrated in Fig. 15. Nonrelativistically, the an-
gular distribution parameter p„,has the value"

t)NR

independent of energy for all of the cases illustrat-
ed in Fig. 15. Relativistically, the expression for
P„,is modified to'

3]a, /'
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are small in Ar, we find that the eigenchannels
are almost pure I.S states. Very near threshold
we find that the eigenchannels further reduce to
single-configuration I.S states, and we take ad-
vantage of that circumstance to label the eigenchan-
nels in Fig. 16 by the corresponding configura-
tions. As energy increases above the threshold,
the eigenchannels retain their LS character, except
near the crossing points of the singlet and triplet
eigenphases. Because of the strong interaction
between the P(s 'p) and P(p 'd) channels near
~ = 1.5 a.u. the configurations contributing to these
two eigenchannels are in fact interchanged at high-
er energies so that the curves labeled by P(s 'p)
are mainly of (p 'd) character, and those labeled
by P(p 'd) are mainly (s 'p).

The excitation amplitude may be decomposed in-
to eigenchannels along with the orbitals. For Ar,
we find that the excitation amplitude is dominated
by the 'P(p 'd) eigenchannel near threshold, that
the 'P(p 's) eigenamplitude is small, and that the
remaining triplet amplitudes are negligible. For
the other rare gases the situation is similar, and
for Kr and Xe the triplet amplitudes play an im-
portant role near the "Cooper minima, " as has
been stressed in the previous sections.
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APPENDIX

As a practical matter in solving the RRPA equa-
tions for closed-shell atoms, we restrict our at-
tention to a few subshells which interact signifi-
cantly and we deal with the resulting truncated
RRPA equations. Let us write these equations
from Eq. (65) of I as

[ff— . (&g+ ~)h'ay= &gz i (Al)

where H~P " is the single-channel VP "Hamilton-
ian, and where A,—,contains the RRPA correla-
tion effects.

Before attempting to solve Eq. (A1), one must
have DF orbitals available to calculate the poten-
tials in II—,

~ ' and the interaction terms in 8—„.
For this purpose, we have a numerical program

which calculates the DF orbitals and eigenvalues
for closed-shell atoms. The multiconfiguration
Dirac-Fock program of Desclaux" will serve the
same purpose.

As a starting approximation to the solution of
Eq. (Al), we take V, ,". ' orbitals yo, which are
solutions, regular at r= 0, to the homogeneous

V,~,". " equations

8',-" "-&)y;=0, (A2)

with E = e, ~ &o. The solutions to Eq. (A2) for open
channels (E =- e, + ur & m) are normalized to have the
asymptotic form

T

((E+m)/mp)'~' cosX
y.-'(r)-

((& —~)/~p)' ' sinX
(AS)

X=pr+ v ln2pr —(l;+1)m/2+a-, +5;. (A4)

y", )=0 i~Q
y(."= 0 alii

(A5)

In Eqs. (AS) and (A4) the notation is as in I with

0,—being the Coulomb phase shift and 5—, the phase
shift due to the short-range part of V,.&" '. Stan-
dard numerical techniques are used to solve Eq.
(A2). The equation is integrated outward, using
an Adam' s-type predict-correct scheme. The
equation is then integrated inward using the same
scheme from a "practical infinity" starting with
asymptotic Dirac-Coulomb wave functions. From
the Wronskian of the inward and outward solutions,
one determines the phase shift 5-, and the nor-
malization constant to give the required asymptot-
ic behavior.

In a lowest approximation we take y,—
' to repre-

sent the solutions to the RRPA equations for open
channels, and we ignore the contributions from
closed channels and those from negative-frequency
orbitals. As mentioned in I, the resulting V,,".

approximation is not usually realistic since the
RRPA orbitals are, in fact, more nearly I.S
coupled than jj coupled for the outer shells of the
rare gases. Nevertheless, the V, ,". " solution is
an entirely adequate first approximation on which
to base an iteration solution to the BBPA Eq. (Al).

For convenience, we label each channel by an
index i, where i = (a, a) represents the channel with
a hole in state a and a photoelectron in state a.
We let P represent the family of open channels and

Q the family of closed channels, and denote the
number of channels in P and Q by N~ and No, re-
spectively. Our lowest approximation for the or-
bitals corresponding to the jth open channel is
written

y(J) yo~ i & P
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G (r, r') = vy('(r, )y", (r)), . (A8)

where x, (x,) is the minimum (maximum) of ) and
The solution to Eq. (AI) regular at the origin

which reduces to y,'(r) when the correlation terms
R„(r)on the right-hand side of Eq. (Al) is omit-
ted may be written

The index i ranges over all orbitals including those
associated with both open and closed channels.

We can construct a mathematically exact
coupled-channel solution to the truncated RRPA
Eq. (Al) which reduces to the approximate single-
channel solution given in Eq. (A5) when the corre
lation effects represented by the terms A„are
neglected. To obtain this mathematical solution
we first construct the radial Green's function as-
sociated with the V,-,". approximation. To this
end we let y",. (r) be a solution to the homogeneous
equation (A2) singular at x = 0 and normalized to
behave asymptotically as

—((E+m)/vp)'~'sinx

((E —m)/7(P) 2 cosX

The Wronskian is given by

W(y„y",) = 1/w, (A7)

and the radial Green's function can be written

numerically, we start with the approximate single-
channel solution given in Eq. (A5) and calculate the
correlation terms R,,(r) on the right-hand sides of
Eq. (Al) using the lowest approximation. We then

use Eqs. (A9) and (A12) to obtain a next approxi-
mation for y„(x)and integrate until the solution
converges to a satisfactory limit. In carrying out
the iteration, it is convenient to ignore the nega-
tive-frequency orbitals y, (r. ) entirely at the first
stages. The iteration procedure then converges
to the V~Nc

" intermediate-coupling solutions dis-
cussed in I. We often find that the V~~~ " solutions
are accurate approximations to the final RRPA or-
bitals. The iteration is extended beyond the V~~

"
approximation by including the negative-frequency
terms in Eq. (A12) and continuing the iteration un-
til final convergence is achieved.

Once a solution to Eq. (AI) is reached, one finds
from Eq. (A9) the asymptotic expressions

y',"(r) y,'(r-)5„+y",(r)K,.
„

for i,j «P, (A13)

where we have shortened the notation by omitting
the subscript+ for the open channels on the left-
hand side of Eq. (A13). All of the remaining
(closed-channel and negative-frequency) orbitals,
of course, vanish exponentially. The matrix K
=(K,,) is found from Eq. (A9) to be

y', .' = y,
'(~) 5.+G„(r,r')R„(r') dr', i «P . (A9)

0

K„=7( y,'(v)R, (r) dr,
0

(A14)

A similar radial Green's function can be intro-
duced for closed channels and for negative-fre-
quency orbitals. In these cases the solutions to
Eq. (A2), regular at the origin y,', (r), grow expon-
entially at large r, while the solutions which are
exponentially damped at large r, y«(r), are singu-
lar at r = 0. If we let

where R,. is calculated using the solution for chan-
nel j.

To transform Eq. (A13) to the form required for
the analysis given in Sec. IVC of I, we make use of
the relation between the asymptotic V, ,". ' orbitals
of Eqs. (A3) and (A6) and the corresponding Dirac-
Coulomb functions f, and g,. of Eqs. (74) and (75)
in I. We find that for large r,

(A10)

designate the Wronskians of two such independent
solutions, then

y,'. (r) - cos5,.y,. (x) + sin6, g,. (r),

y",. (r) - —sin5, . f, (r) + cos5g,. (r),
(A15)

G, ,(r, r') = (I/W, )y,', (r, )y«(r, ) (AII)

y&~)(r) = G, ,(r, r')R, ,(r') dr', i «Q
0 (A12)

y~~' (r) = G,. (r, r')R, (x') dr', a.ll i
0

and the required Green's functions, and the cor-
responding solutions to Eq. (Al) are

where 5, are the short-range V,,". " phase shifts.
By considering the linear combination of mathe-
matical solutions

z()) (&) = g y(j)(&)A (A16)

we can construct solutions to Eq. (AI) which have
the asymptotic form required in I. For this pur-
pose, let us introduce the diagonal N~xN~ matrices

At large r, the solutions given in Eqs. (A12) van-
ish exponentially. Equations (A9) and (A12) taken
together provide a family of N~ independent solu-
tions to the RRPA equations, where N~ is the
number of open channels.

To obtain one of these coupled-channel solutions

C = diag[cos(5, .)],
S = diag[sin(6, .)] .

By choosing the matrix A = (A») to be

A=(C —SKQ ',

(A17)

(AI8)
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and by defining the matrix K as

K= (S+CK)(C —SK) ',
we find at large r

. s,'"(r) -f,(~)6;,+g, (r)K;, .

(A19)

(A20)

Equation (A20) is precisely the asymptotic con-
dition in terms of Dirac-Coulomb orbitals required
for the eigenchannel analysis described in Sec.

IVC of I.
Ne have written a computer program to construct

the numerical Green's functions, and starting
with the V(&" '' solution y,'. (r) to carry out the iter-
ation solution described above. From the output
of this program reduced matrix elements of the
dipole transition operator can be calculated and the
cross section and angular distribution parameters
can be easily obtained.
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